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Information systems have five main areas of research and practice in which humans relate to information and communications technology. Typically isolated from one another, these areas are: the nature of computers and information, the creation of information technologies, the development of artifacts for human use, the usage of information systems, and information technology as our environment.    Philosophical Frameworks for Understanding Information Systems strives to develop philosophical frameworks for these five areas and provides researchers, scholars, and practitioners in fields such as information systems, public administration, library science, education, and business management with an exemplary reference resource.     

       About the Author
   
Dr. Andrew Basden is Professor of Human Factors and Philosophy in   Information Systems at the University of Salford, UK.  After obtaining a   first class honours degree in Electronics and a Doctor of Philosophy in   Computer-Aided Design at the University of Southampton, he spent 14 years   in computer programming in applications and expert systems in the   pharmaceutical, health, chemical and construction sectors, before returning   to academic life in 1987.  Since then he has taught and published in a wide   range of fields, including knowledge based systems, knowledge acquisition,   development methodologies, databases, multimedia, business information   systems, human computer interaction, human factors, critical studies and   philosophy.  He is founder member of the international Centre for   Philosophy, Technology and Social Systems.  He is also a follower of Jesus   Christ and a green activist, and has always tried to integrate all areas of   his life into a coherent life-and-world-view.
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Deploying IPv6 in 3GPP Networks: Evolving Mobile Broadband from 2G to LTE and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Deploying IPv6 in 3GPP Networks – Evolving Mobile Broadband from 2G to LTE and Beyond 


	A practical guide enabling mobile operators to deploy IPv6 with confidence


	The most widely used cellular mobile broadband network technology is based on the 3GPP standards. The history and background of...
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Increase Your Web Traffic in a WeekendCengage Learning, 2007

	These days, everyone seems to have a home page or a Web site. However, just because you create and publish a Web site doesn't mean anyone will visit it. Competition to attract visitors is extreme. The reality is that of the millions of Web pages out there, only a handful actually attract a steady readership; and these same Web pages are...
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HBase: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	You may be reading this book for many reasons. It could be because you heard all about
	Hadoop and what it can do to crunch petabytes of data in a reasonable amount of time.
	While reading into Hadoop you found that, for random access to the accumulated data,
	there is something called HBase. Or it was the hype that is prevalent these days...
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iOS SDK Development (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		When we wrote the first edition of iPhone SDK Development, we knew we
	
		weren’t writing something like The C Programming Language that would live
	
		on unchanged for decades. But was two years on the shelf too much to ask
	
		for?
	


	
		Apparently so! And we’re not complaining. Since the release of...
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Mathematics for Physicists and Engineers: Fundamentals and Interactive Study GuideSpringer, 2009
This textbook offers an accessible and highly-effective approach which is characterised by the combination of the textbook with a detailed study guide on an accompanying CD. This study guide divides the whole learning task into small units which the student is very likely to master successfully. Thus he or she is asked to read and study a...
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Clustering for Data Mining: A Data Recovery Approach (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2005

	Often considered more as an art than a science, the field of clustering has been dominated by learning through examples and by techniques chosen almost through trial-and-error. Even the most popular clustering methods--K-Means for partitioning the data set and Ward's method for hierarchical clustering--have lacked the theoretical...
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